
I t is both a pleasure and an honor to provide a foreword for one of the significant
steps in the history of education for gifted students. No profession has advanced
far without visible professional standards, which in this case “define the essential

knowledge and skills that teachers need to acquire to be effective in teaching gifted
and talented students.” One can only imagine the profession of psychology, pedi-
atrics, or special education without similar national standards or personnel prepara-
tion goals.

Development of the standards for preparation of teachers of gifted learners and
their adoption by the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education
(NCATE) took four years of effort by the standards working group from the National
Association for Gifted Children (NAGC) and The Association for the Gifted (TAG).

The new standards and this book are especially important tools at a time when
there are scarce federal funds to support small, specialty teacher training programs,
despite frequent and increasingly vocal calls to focus on gifted students as the
pipeline of talent for the nation’s future. Indeed, we applaud those higher education
institutions that offer course work and degree programs in gifted and talented edu-
cation, in spite of the program size, because of the importance of the topic.

With these standards and guidebook in hand, we are now able to explain in some
detail what gifted education is about and what universities might do to prepare
teachers to better serve all students. This is especially true since the members of the
working group do not simply present the standards themselves, which detail differ-
ences in gifted students, the instructional strategies and planning that must be
applied in order to meet their needs, and appropriate identification and assessment
techniques, but the group also includes samples of existing course work and
explains how the standards fit into each course. 

In addition, there are extremely helpful rubrics by Susan Johnsen, Margie Kitano,
and Ann Robinson covering how one might assess an existing program and how to
guide a program that is just getting started. There are even some rubrics for written
and oral exams by Johnsen and for portfolios by Joyce VanTassel-Baska, which reveal
the richness of the current field and point the way for future planning for higher
education programs. 

Most important, the new standards are research based. The working group is to
be commended for the degree to which the standards’ principles are a mix of evi-
dence base and good practice. 
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Since my first publication of Teaching the Gifted Child in 1964 (and latest edition
with daughter Shelagh Gallagher in 1994), I have been arguing for rigorous stan-
dards and am pleased that I am still around to see this happen. However, there is still
much to be done. Challenges identified by the working group are clear:

1. A minority of states have mandated teacher preparation programs in gifted
education.

2. There is a continued lack of human resources. 

3. There is a lack of state policies that link university teacher preparation pro-
grams to national gifted education standards. 

4. There is a lack of collaboration between gifted education and general educa-
tion faculty.

5. Numerous alternative preparation programs on gifted education fall far short
of the standards presented here. 

In spite of the challenges, we should celebrate this meaningful step forward and
honor the people and organizations that made it possible.
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